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Race Rebels Culture Politics And The Black Working Class
With the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, Chinese laborers became the first group in American history to be excluded from the
United States on the basis of their race and class. This landmark law changed the course of U.S. immigration history, but we know
little about its consequences for the Chinese in America or for the United States as a nation of immigrants. At America's Gates is
the first book devoted entirely to both Chinese immigrants and the American immigration officials who sought to keep them out.
Erika Lee explores how Chinese exclusion laws not only transformed Chinese American lives, immigration patterns, identities, and
families but also recast the United States into a "gatekeeping nation." Immigrant identification, border enforcement, surveillance,
and deportation policies were extended far beyond any controls that had existed in the United States before. Drawing on a rich
trove of historical sources--including recently released immigration records, oral histories, interviews, and letters--Lee brings alive
the forgotten journeys, secrets, hardships, and triumphs of Chinese immigrants. Her timely book exposes the legacy of Chinese
exclusion in current American immigration control and race relations.
Draws attention to growing distinctions within the Black community as impoverished Blacks grow less and less able to compete
with educated Blacks for social status, economic rewards, and power
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The acclaimed Nobel Prize winner powerfully examines our obsession with beauty and
conformity—and asks questions about race, class, and gender with her characteristic subtly and grace. In Morrison’s bestselling
first novel, Pecola Breedlove—an 11-year-old Black girl in an America whose love for its blond, blue-eyed children can devastate all
others—prays for her eyes to turn blue: so that she will be beautiful, so that people will look at her, so that her world will be different.
This is the story of the nightmare at the heart of her yearning, and the tragedy of its fulfillment. Here, Morrison’s writing is “so
precise, so faithful to speech and so charged with pain and wonder that the novel becomes poetry” (The New York Times).
This is the epic story of how African-Americans, in the six decades following slavery, transformed themselves into a political
people—an embryonic black nation. As Steven Hahn demonstrates, rural African-Americans were central political actors in the
great events of disunion, emancipation, and nation-building. At the same time, Hahn asks us to think in more expansive ways
about the nature and boundaries of politics and political practice. Emphasizing the importance of kinship, labor, and networks of
communication, A Nation under Our Feet explores the political relations and sensibilities that developed under slavery and shows
how they set the stage for grassroots mobilization. Hahn introduces us to local leaders, and shows how political communities were
built, defended, and rebuilt. He also identifies the quest for self-governance as an essential goal of black politics across the rural
South, from contests for local power during Reconstruction, to emigrationism, biracial electoral alliances, social separatism, and,
eventually, migration. Hahn suggests that Garveyism and other popular forms of black nationalism absorbed and elaborated these
earlier struggles, thus linking the first generation of migrants to the urban North with those who remained in the South. He offers a
new framework—looking out from slavery—to understand twentieth-century forms of black political consciousness as well as
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emerging battles for civil rights. It is a powerful story, told here for the first time, and one that presents both an inspiring and a
troubling perspective on American democracy.
"This significant contribution to German history pioneers a conceptually sophisticated approach to German-German relations.
Poiger has much to say about the construction of both gender norms and masculine and feminine identities, and she has valuable
insights into the role that notions of race played in defining and reformulating those identities and prescriptive behaviors in the
German context. The book will become a 'must read' for German historians."—Heide Fehrenbach, author of Cinema in
Democratizing Germany "Poiger breaks new ground in this history of the postwar Germanies. The book will serve as a model for
all future studies of comparative German-German history."—Robert G. Moeller, author of Protecting Motherhood "Jazz, Rock, and
Rebels exemplifies the exciting work currently emerging out of transnational analyses. [A] well-written and well-argued
study."—Priscilla Wald, author of Constituting Americans
Investigates the appropriation of black popular culture as a symbol of rebellion in postwar Germany
This text presents a selection of essays and speeches written between 1890 and 1930 by Booker T. Washington, W.E.B. Du Bois,
A. Philip Randolph and Marcus Garvey. The work analyses African-American political thought, defining the options confronting
African Americans in the 20th century.
Historians have devoted surprisingly little attention to African American urban history ofthe postwar period, especially compared
with earlier decades. Correcting this imbalance, African American Urban History since World War II features an exciting mix of
seasoned scholars and fresh new voices whose combined efforts provide the first comprehensive assessment of this important
subject. The first of this volume’s five groundbreaking sections focuses on black migration and Latino immigration, examining
tensions and alliances that emerged between African Americans and other groups. Exploring the challenges of residential
segregation and deindustrialization, later sections tackle such topics as the real estate industry’s discriminatory practices, the
movement of middle-class blacks to the suburbs, and the influence of black urban activists on national employment and social
welfare policies. Another group of contributors examines these themes through the lens of gender, chronicling deindustrialization’s
disproportionate impact on women and women’s leading roles in movements for social change. Concluding with a set of essays
on black culture and consumption, this volume fully realizes its goal of linking local transformations with the national and global
processes that affect urban class and race relations.
An analysis of the evolution of the overlapping histories of human rights and development, and an exploration of the alternatives,
through the lens of indigenous and other southern theories and epistemologies.
"With the incredible popularity of Michael Moore's books and movies, and the continuing success of anti-consumer critiques like
ADBUSTERS and Naomi Klien's NO LOGO, it is hard to ignore the growing tide of resistance to the corporate-dominated world.
But do these vocal opponents of the status quo offer us a real political alternative?" "In this work of cultural criticism, Joseph Heath
and Andrew Potter shatter the central myth of radical political, economic and cultural thinking. The idea of a counterculture, a world
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outside the consumer-dominated one that encompasses us, pervades everything from the anti-globalization movement to
feminism and environmentalism. And the idea that mocking the system, or trying to 'jam' it so it will collapse, they argue, is not only
counterproductive but has helped to create the very consumer society that radicals oppose." "In a blend of pop culture, history and
philosophical analysis, Heath and Potter offer a startling, clear picture of what a concern for social justice might look like without
the confusion of the counterculture obsession with being different."--Book jacket.
Kelley unearths freedom dreams in this exciting history of renegade intellectuals and artists of the African diaspora in the twentieth
century. Focusing on the visions of activists from C. L. R. James to Aime Cesaire and Malcolm X, Kelley writes of the hope that
Communism offered, the mindscapes of Surrealism, the transformative potential of radical feminism, and of the four-hundred-yearold dream of reparations for slavery and Jim Crow. From'the preeminent historian of black popular culture' (Cornel West), an
inspiring work on the power of imagination to transform society.
UPDATED AND REVISED EDITION THE LITTLE-KNOWN STORY OF POOR AND WORKING-CLASS WHITES, URBAN
ETHNIC GROUPS AND BLACK PANTHERS ORGANIZING SIDE BY SIDE FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE IN THE 1960S AND '70S
Some of the most important and little-known activists of the 1960s were poor and working-class radicals. Inspired by the Civil
Rights movement, the Black Panthers, and progressive populism, they started to organize significant political struggles against
racism and inequality during the 1960s and into the 1970s. Historians of the period have traditionally emphasized the work of white
college activists who courageously took to the streets to protest the war in Vietnam and continuing racial inequality. Poor and
working-class whites have often been painted as spectators, reactionaries, and, even, racists. But authors James Tracy and Amy
Sonnie disprove that narrative. Through over ten years of research, interviewing activists along with unprecedented access to their
personal archives, Tracy and Sonnie tell a crucial, untold story of the New Left. Their deeply sourced narrative history shows how
poor and working-class individuals from diverse ethnic, rural and urban backgrounds cooperated and drew strength from one
another. The groups they founded redefined community organizing, and transformed the lives and communities they touched.
Hillbilly Nationalists, Urban Race Rebels and Black Power is an important contribution to our understanding of a pivotal moment in
U.S. history. Among the groups in the book: + JOIN Community Union brought together southern migrants, student radicals, and
welfare recipients in Chicago to fight for housing, health, and welfare . . . + The Young Patriots Organization and Rising Up Angry
organized self-identified hillbillies, Chicago greasers, Vietnam vets, and young feminists into a legendary “Rainbow Coalition” with
Black and Puerto Rican activists . . . + In Philadelphia, the October 4th Organization united residents of industrial Kensington
against big business, war, and a repressive police force . . . + In the Bronx, White Lightning occupied hospitals and built coalitions
with doctors to fight for the rights of drug addicts and the poor.
In Border and Rule, one of North America’s foremost thinkers and immigrant rights organizers delivers an unflinching examination
of migration as a pillar of global governance and gendered racial class formation. Harsha Walia disrupts easy explanations for the
migrant and refugee crises, instead showing them to be the inevitable outcomes of the conquest, capitalist globalization, and
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climate change that are generating mass dispossession worldwide. Border and Rule explores a number of seemingly disparate
global geographies with shared logics of border rule that displace, immobilize, criminalize, exploit, and expel migrants and
refugees. With her keen ability to connect the dots, Walia demonstrates how borders divide the international working class and
consolidate imperial, capitalist, and racist nationalist rule. Ambitious in scope and internationalist in orientation, Border and Rule
breaks through American exceptionalist and liberal responses to the migration crisis and cogently maps the lucrative connections
between state violence, capitalism, and right-wing nationalism around the world. Illuminating the brutal mechanics of state
formation, Walia exposes US border policy as a product of violent territorial expansion, settler-colonialism, enslavement, and
gendered racial ideology. Further, she compellingly details how Fortress Europe and White Australia are using immigration
diplomacy and externalized borders to maintain a colonial present, how temporary labor migration in the Arab Gulf states and
Canada is central to citizenship regulation and labor control, and how racial violence is escalating deadly nationalism in the US,
Israel, India, the Philippines, Brazil, and across Europe, while producing a disaster of statelessness for millions elsewhere. A mustread in these difficult times of war, inequality, climate change, and global health crisis, Border and Rule is a clarion call for
revolution. The book includes a foreword from renowned scholar Robin D. G. Kelley and an afterword from acclaimed activistacademic Nick Estes.
How creative freedom, race, class, and gender shaped the rebellion of two visionary artists Postwar America experienced an
unprecedented flourishing of avant-garde and independent art. Across the arts, artists rebelled against traditional conventions,
embracing a commitment to creative autonomy and personal vision never before witnessed in the United States. Paul Lopes calls
this the Heroic Age of American Art, and identifies two artists—Miles Davis and Martin Scorsese—as two of its leading icons. In this
compelling book, Lopes tells the story of how a pair of talented and outspoken art rebels defied prevailing conventions to elevate
American jazz and film to unimagined critical heights. During the Heroic Age of American Art—where creative independence and
the unrelenting pressures of success were constantly at odds—Davis and Scorsese became influential figures with such modern
classics as Kind of Blue and Raging Bull. Their careers also reflected the conflicting ideals of, and contentious debates
concerning, avant-garde and independent art during this period. In examining their art and public stories, Lopes also shows how
their rebellions as artists were intimately linked to their racial and ethnic identities and how both artists adopted hypermasculine
ideologies that exposed the problematic intersection of gender with their racial and ethnic identities as iconic art rebels. Art Rebels
is the essential account of a new breed of artists who left an indelible mark on American culture in the second half of the twentieth
century. It is an unforgettable portrait of two iconic artists who exemplified the complex interplay of the quest for artistic autonomy
and the expression of social identity during the Heroic Age of American Art.
A professor of history and African-American studies examines the day-to-day examples of resistance against discrimination, noting
how slowdowns, migrations, and sabotage have been symptoms of a subculture that is often misinterpreted by racists.
Marshaling evidence from a wide array of international sources, including the black presses of the time, Penny M. Von Eschen
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offers a vivid portrayal of the African diaspora in its international heyday, from the 1945 Manchester Pan-African Congress to early
cooperation with the United Nations. Tracing the relationship between transformations in anti-colonial politics and the history of the
United States during its emergence as the dominant world power, she challenges bipolar Cold War paradigms. She documents the
efforts of African-American political leaders, intellectuals, and journalists who forcefully promoted anti-colonial politics and critiqued
U.S. foreign policy. The eclipse of anti-colonial politics—which Von Eschen traces through African-American responses to the early
Cold War, U.S. government prosecution of black American anti-colonial activists, and State Department initiatives in
Africa—marked a change in the very meaning of race and racism in America from historical and international issues to
psychological and domestic ones. She concludes that the collision of anti-colonialism with Cold War liberalism illuminates conflicts
central to the reshaping of America; the definition of political, economic, and civil rights; and the question of who, in America and
across the globe, is to have access to these rights.
This explosive new book challenges many of the long-prevailing assumptions about blacks, about Jews, about Germans, about
slavery, and about education. Plainly written, powerfully reasoned, and backed with a startling array of documented facts, Black
Rednecks and White Liberals takes on not only the trendy intellectuals of our times but also suc...
It's hard to imagine an issue or image more riveting than Black Germans during the Third Reich. Yet accounts of their lives are
virtually nonexistent, despite the fact that they lived through a regime dedicated to racial purity. Tina Campt's Other Germans tells
the story of this largely forgotten group of individuals, with important distinctions from other accounts. Most strikingly, Campt
centers her arguments on race, rather than anti-semitism. She also provides oral history as background for her study, interviewing
two Black Germans for the book. In the end, the author comes face to face with an inevitable question: Is there a relationship
between the history of Black Germans and those of other black communities? The answers to Campt's questions make Other
Germans essential reading in the emerging study of what it meant to be black and German in the context of a society that looked
at anyone with non-German blood as racially impure at best.
Rainbow at Midnight details the origins and evolution of working-class strategies for independence during and after World War II.
Arguing that the 1940s may well have been the most revolutionary decade in U.S. history, George Lipsitz combines popular
culture, politics, economics, and history to show how war mobilization transformed the working class and how that transformation
brought issues of race, gender, and democracy to the forefront of American political culture. This book is a substantially revised
and expanded work developed from the author's heralded 1981 Class and Culture in Cold War America.
The historians of the late 1960s have emphasised the work of a small group of white college activists and the Black Panthers,
activists who courageously took to the streets to protest the war in Vietnam and continuing racial inequality. Poor and workingclass whites have tended to be painted as spectators, reactionaries and even racists. Tracy and Amy Sonnie have been
interviewing activists from the 1960s for nearly 10 years and here reject this narrative, showing how working-class whites, inspired
by the Civil Rights Movement, fought inequality in the 1960s.
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In this vibrant, thought-provoking book, Kelley, "the preeminant historian of black popular culture writing today" (Cornel West)
shows how the multicolored urban working class is the solution to the ills of American cities. He undermines widespread
misunderstandings of black culture and shows how they have contributed to the failure of social policy to save our cities. From the
Trade Paperback edition.
Offers a comprehensive study of labor movements worldwide, looking at both sides of the picket lines, and assesses corporate
strategies of downsizing and compelling workers to do more work for less pay
Robin D. G. Kelley is professor of history and Africana studies at New York University and author of Hammer and Hoe: Alabama
Communists During the Great Depression (1990).
In this pioneering study, Hisham Aidi takes us into the musical subcultures that have emerged among Muslim youth worldwide
over the last decade. He shows how music - primarily hip-hop, but also rock, reggae, Gnawa and Andalusian - has come to
express a shared Muslim consciousness in face of War on Terror policies

A groundbreaking contribution to the history of the "long Civil Rights movement," Hammer and Hoe tells the story of how,
during the 1930s and 40s, Communists took on Alabama's repressive, racist police state to fight for economic justice,
civil and political rights, and racial equality. The Alabama Communist Party was made up of working people without a
Euro-American radical political tradition: devoutly religious and semiliterate black laborers and sharecroppers, and a
handful of whites, including unemployed industrial workers, housewives, youth, and renegade liberals. In this book, Robin
D. G. Kelley reveals how the experiences and identities of these people from Alabama's farms, factories, mines, kitchens,
and city streets shaped the Party's tactics and unique political culture. The result was a remarkably resilient movement
forged in a racist world that had little tolerance for radicals. After discussing the book's origins and impact in a new
preface written for this twenty-fifth-anniversary edition, Kelley reflects on what a militantly antiracist, radical movement in
the heart of Dixie might teach contemporary social movements confronting rampant inequality, police violence, mass
incarceration, and neoliberalism.
In this book, Yuko Kawai departs from the common conception of Japan as an ethnically homogenous nation. A
Transnational Critique of Japaneseness: Cultural Nationalism, Racism, and Multiculturalism in Japan investigates the
construction of Japaneseness from a transnational perspective, examining ways to make Japanese nationhood more
inclusive. Kawai analyzes a variety of communicational practices during the first two decades of the twenty-first century
while situating Japaneseness in its longer historical transformation from the late nineteenth century. Kawai focuses on
governmental and popular ideas of Japaneseness in light of local, global, historical, and contemporary contexts as well
as in relation to a diverse array of Others in both Asia and the West.
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This collection of essays examines the lives and thoughts of three interrelated Southern groups - enslaved rebels,
conservative white reformers, and white revolutionaries -presenting a clear and cogent understanding of race, reform,
and conservatism in early American history.
If police are the problem, what’s the solution? Tens of millions of people poured onto the streets for Black Lives Matter,
bringing with them a wholly new idea of public safety, common security, and the delivery of justice, communicating that
vision in the fiery vernacular of riot, rebellion, and protest. A World Without Police transcribes these new ideas—written in
slogans and chants, over occupied bridges and hastily assembled barricades—into a compelling, must-read manifesto for
police abolition. Compellingly argued and lyrically charged, A World Without Police offers concrete strategies for
confronting and breaking police power, as a first step toward building community alternatives that make the police
obsolete. Surveying the post-protest landscape in Minneapolis, Philadelphia, Chicago, and Oakland, as well as the
people who have experimented with policing alternatives at a mass scale in Latin America, Maher details the institutions
we can count on to deliver security without the disorganizing interventions of cops: neighborhood response networks,
community-based restorative justice practices, democratically organized self-defense projects, and well-resourced social
services. A World Without Police argues that abolition is not a distant dream or an unreachable horizon but an attainable
reality. In communities around the world, we are beginning to glimpse a real, lasting justice in which we keep us safe.
Drawing extensively on black newspapers and commentary of the period, Karen Sotiropoulos shows how black
performers and composers participated in a politically charged debate about the role of the expressive arts in the struggle
for equality. Despite the racial violence, disenfranchisement, and the segregation of virtually all public space, they used
America's new businesses of popular entertainment as vehicles for their own creativity and as spheres for political
engagement.
A panoramic, illustrated overview of African-American life offers a reconstructed history of the United States as seen
through the experiences and struggles of African Americans during the Colonial period, slavery, the Civil War,
reconstruction, and the Civil Rights era.
The golden key to understanding the last 75 years of American political development, the eminent labor relations scholar
Michael Goldfield argues, lies in the contests between labor and capital in the American South during the 1930s and
1940s. Labor agitation and unionization efforts in the South in the New Deal era were extensive and bitterly fought, and
ranged across all of the major industries of the region. In The Southern Key, Goldfield charts the rise of labor activism in
each and then examines how and why labor organizers struggled so mightily in the region. Drawing from meticulous and
unprecedented archival material and detailed data on four core industries-textiles, timber, coal mining, and steel-he
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argues that much of what is important in American politics and society today was largely shaped by the successes and
failures of the labor movements of the 1930s and 1940s. Most notably, Goldfield shows how the broad-based failure to
organize the South during this period made it what it is today. He contends that this early defeat for labor unions not only
contributed to the exploitation of race and right-wing demagoguery in the South, but has also led to a decline in
unionization, growing economic inequality, and an inability to confront and dismantle white supremacy throughout the US.
A sweeping account of Southern political economy in the New Deal era, The Southern Key challenges the established
historiography to tell a tale of race, radicalism, and betrayal that will reshape our understanding of why America
developed so differently from other advanced industrial nations over the course of the last century.
Many black strategies of daily resistance have been obscured--until now. Race rebels, argues Kelley, have created
strategies of resistance, movements, and entire subcultures. Here, for the first time, everyday race rebels are given the
historiographical attention they deserve, from the Jim Crow era to the present.
From the Diggers seizing St. George Hill in 1649 to Hacktivists staging virtual sit-ins in the 21st century, from the retributive
fantasies of Robin Hoods to those of gangsta rappers, culture has long been used as a political weapon. This expansive and
carefully crafted reader brings together many of the classic texts that help to define culture as a tool of resistance. With concise,
illuminating introductions throughout, it presents a range of theoretical and historical writings that have influenced contemporary
debate, and includes a number of new activist authors published here for the first time. Cultural Resistance Reader is both an
invaluable scholarly resource and a tool for political activists. But most importantly it will inspire everyday readers to resist.
Portrays the dramatic lives of the people living in a small town near a huge stone bridge in the Balkans
A Muslim punk house in Buffalo, New York, inhabited by burqa-wearing riot girls, mohawked Sufis, straightedge Sunnis, Shi’a
skinheads, Indonesian skaters, Sudanese rude boys, gay Muslims, drunk Muslims, and feminists. Their living room hosts parties
and prayers, with a hole smashed in the wall to indicate the direction of Mecca. Their life together mixes sex, dope, and religion in
roughly equal amounts, expressed in devotion to an Islamo-punk subculture, “taqwacore,” named for taqwa, an Arabic term for
consciousness of the divine. Originally self-published on photocopiers and spiralbound by hand, The Taqwacores has now come
to be read as a manifesto for Muslim punk rockers and a “Catcher in the Rye for young Muslims.” There are three different cover
colors; red, white, and blue.
"A gathering of essays by the acclaimed Harvard legal scholar and public intellectual, that explores all the relevant cultural and
historical issues of the past quarter century having to do with race and race relations in America. With a gimlet eye, decency and
humaneness (and often courting controversy), Randall Kennedy chronicles his reactions over the past quarter century to
arguments, events, and people that have compelled him to put pen to paper. Three beliefs that are sometimes in tension with one
another infuse these pages. First, a massive amount of cruel racial injustice continues to beset the United States of America, an
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ugly reality that has become alarmingly obvious with the ascendancy of Donald J. Trump and the various political, cultural, and
social pathologies that he and many of his followers display and reinforce. Second, there is much about which to be inspired when
surveying the African American journey from slavery to freedom to engagement in practically every aspect of life in the United
States. Third, an openness to complexity, paradox, and irony should attend any serious investigation of human affairs. Kennedy
has tried to allow that sensibility ample leeway in the essays, prompting within himself surprise, ambivalence, and, on several
occasions, a heartfelt need to express apology for prior oversights and mistaken judgments. Say It Loud! is nothing less than
Randall Kennedy's magnum opus"-Most of us think of the 1970s as an "in-between" decade, the uninspiring years that happened to fall between the excitement of the
1960s and the Reagan Revolution. A kitschy period summed up as the "Me Decade," it was the time of Watergate and the end of
Vietnam, of malaise and gas lines, but of nothing revolutionary, nothing with long-lasting significance. In the first full history of the
period, Bruce Schulman, a rising young cultural and political historian, sweeps away misconception after misconception about the
1970s. In a fast-paced, wide-ranging, and brilliant reexamination of the decade's politics, culture, and social and religious
upheaval, he argues that the Seventies were one of the most important of the postwar twentieth-century decades. The Seventies
witnessed a profound shift in the balance of power in American politics, economics, and culture, all driven by the vast growth of the
Sunbelt. Country music, a southern silent majority, a boom in "enthusiastic" religion, and southern California New Age movements
were just a few of the products of the new demographics. Others were even more profound: among them, public life as we knew it
died a swift death. The Seventies offers a masterly reconstruction of high and low culture, of public events and private lives, of
Jonathan Livingston Seagull, Evel Knievel, est, Nixon, Carter, and Reagan. From The Godfather and Network to the Ramones and
Jimmy Buffett; from Billie jean King and Bobby Riggs to Phyllis Schlafly and NOW; from Proposition 13 to the Energy Crisis; here
are all the names, faces, and movements that once filled our airwaves, and now live again. The Seventies is powerfully argued,
compulsively readable, and deeply provocative.
"By examining everyday life in Venezuela's post-colonial period, Reuben Zahler provides a broad perspective on conditions
throughout the Americas and the tension between traditional norms and new liberal standards during Venezuela's transformation
from aSpanish colony to a modern republic"-This collection of original essays brilliantly interrogates the often ambivalent place of Africa in the imaginations, cultures and
politics of its “New World” descendants. Combining literary analysis, history, biography, cultural studies, critical theory and politics,
Imagining Home offers a fresh and creative approach to the history of Pan-Africanism and diasporic movements. A critical part of
the book's overall project is an examination of the legal, educational and political institutions and structures of domination over
Africa and the African diaspora. Class and gender are placed at center stage alongside race in the exploration of how the
discourses and practices of Pan-Africanism have been shaped. Other issues raised include the myriad ways in which grassroots
religious and cultural movements informed Pan-Africanist political organizations; the role of African, African-American and
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Caribbean intellectuals in the formation of Pan-African thought—including W.E.B. DuBois, C.L.R. James and Adelaide Casely
Hayford; the historical, ideological and institutional connections between African-Americans and South Africans; and the problems
and prospects of Pan-Africanism as an emancipatory strategy for black people throughout the Atlantic.
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